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2020

NOT ONLY A YEAR OF RESET
BUT THE BEGINNING OF A DECADE OF

Human transformation
Digital transformation
Green transformation
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What does it mean to be human?
What does it mean to live well?

What does it mean to work well?
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In a century time our
grandchildren would work

three hours a day and
probably only by choice.

Keiynes (1930) 

© New York Times 
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Adapted from Simon Sinek, The Golden 
Circle

WHY

HOW

WHAT

Co-creation and collaboration

Skills development

Leadership level

Mindset development

Skills start with mindset development

Organisational culture level

Employee experience journey level
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Pact for Skills for Tourism

The Pact for Skills in Tourism serves as a recovery strategy that 
implements an up/reskilling framework, maximising the 
potential of the tourism sector, building resilience, and 

meeting the challenges of the green and digital transition.
It presents a roadmap towards skills transformation and 

contributes to post-COVID recovery through immediate, short-
and long-term action and strategy.

This module’s theme shall set the base for the need of overall 
higher qualification of the workforce in the sector, reducing job 
insecurity and improving working conditions that assure higher 

levels of recruitment and retention of workers.
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New work 2030

The nature of work, the workplace and 
work practice is undergoing a profound 
evolution fuelled by digital technology.

New forms of digital work have 
emerged and continue evolving, 
providing individuals greater autonomy 
in organising professional and private 
roles and activities. 

Practitioners become empowered to 
actively design work time, space and 
collaborators which is challenging the 
traditionally divide between work and 
leisure contexts.

Source: Rainoldi, 2021

Individual Individual Individual Individual

Devices

Applications, tools, platforms

Anywhere Anytime 

Anyone

Any
life domain

Communication systems
Any task
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Digital transformation

Digital skills and competences

Artificial intelligence

Virtual reality

Big data and data analyst 

competences
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Gartner 
Hype Cycle
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Every part of the offline world
will have a digital layer.

“ “

Steven Van Belleghem
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Human transformation

Intersection human – technology

New forms of collaboration (robot / human)

New forms of collaboration and business 

models among humans

Holistic integration of life domains
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Holistic
work-life 

integration

Work-life integration ecosystems

Individual

Digital Technology

Work
Life Domain

Leisure
Life Domain

Merging, blending, integration

Tourism Ecosystem

Source: After Rainoldi, 2021
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Integrated Ecosystems

Innovation and knowledge 

infrastructures and hubs

Collaboration sector and

cross-sector (e.g. data analysts)
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When we talk about tourism up/reskilling,
we need to talk about
human employee experiences, first.
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Connected 
human 

experience &
co-creation

Source: Pine, 2020
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Better employee experience leads to the 
creation of a better experience for 

customers, which feeds back to enabling a 
more engaging employee experience.

“
“

Joseph Pine
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From customer experiences to designing
tourism employee experiences & life-long journeys

Short Term Medium Term Long Term

Attraction Work experience Retention

What can 
be done to 

attract 
qualified 

employees?

How to engage 
employees in an 

employee 
experience that 
creates value 

and wellbeing?

How to train, reskill 
and upskill 

employees on-
going for 

emerging tourism 
competences?
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Stakeholder
co-creation

Tourism 
Transition 
Pathway

Final step:
What are

commitments
your organisation

is willing to
make?

NOW 20302022 2025

How might we achieve all
tourism providers and
consumers to become
capable to benefit from
digital opportunities by

2050?

100% of tourism
SMEs have

WCAG
compliant
websites

New data sets
for tourism data
space identified
and integrated
to framework

50 matchmaking
events focusing on

tourism professional
profiles with medium
– advanced digital

skills will be
organised in EU

countries

90% upskilled
digital

competences
covering almost the

total workforce
active in tourism

industry

95% of tourism
SMEs have

reached at least
a basic level of
digital intensity

TARGET 2025

TARGET 2030

What MILESTONES/TARGETS are needed?

99% of tourism SMEs
have their own

website

Destinations have
an easily

accessible and
easy-to-use data

dashboard

The tourist industry (business sector)
contributes by capturing and reporting

information to the intelligence
system that can provide a differential
value to the experience of tourists.

At leaste 33% of tourist
destinations achieve
adoption of a data

governance framework
for tourism

Destinations have
a digital/data

expert contact
person

Digital platforms: if generating jobs:
take up responsibility as employer,

grant workers' rights and social
protection, make algorithms

determining working conditions
subject to collective bargaining and

information & consultation.

Set-up of regional and/or national
Skills Groups with participation of
all stakeholders (industry, social

partners, training providers,
destinations, governments) in EU
tourism destinations by end-2025

Lift burdensome
regulation on tourism

SMEs

Granting facilities for the
creation of young and

innovative enterprises through
measures to facilitate access

to risk capital

Improving the virtual
accessibility of the most

popular and visited tourist
sites (such as those on the

UNESCO World Heritage List)

Ensure that the tourism
workforce has access to
new technologies and
practices and sufficient

support to become
proficient users

Social partners in tourism
(employers & trade unions):
integrate digital knowledge

in curricula of vocational
education & training,

apprenticeships.

Implement rules for
collaborative

economy services

Collaborate with the industry to
forge skills partnerships under

the Pact for Skills

 Develop Digital Skills and
Jobs Platform with the 25

national coalitions for digital
skills and contribute to

reaching the EUs Digital
Decade targets

Support research in the
field of digital literacy
education and training

(e.g. digital ethics)

Ensure integrating
digital competence in

tourism curricula in both
vocational and
university level

Develop specialised
consulting services for

digitalisation of
tourism

Developing the use of big
data to measure, segment and
understand trends in tourism
demand, and to design and
verify commercial actions

Ensure that 'what is illegal offline
is illegal online' (DSA)

Collaborate with the
industry to forge skills
partnerships under the

Pact for Skills

Address tourism platform
gatekeeper practices/behaviour

and ensure possibility to
conduct future market
investigations (DMA)

Regulate digital platforms to
guarantee fair competition and
level-playing field with existing

businesses, e.g. short-term
accommodation rentals.

Support for implementation of
EU Accessibility Directive (web

accessibility requirements)

Adoption of guidelines,
frameworks and standards for

system interoperability shared at
European level

Regulate digital platforms to
guarantee fair competition
and level-playing field with

existing businesses, e.g.
short-term accommodation

rentals.

Granting facilities for the
creation of young and

innovative enterprises through
measures to facilitate access

to risk capital

Governments: (re)-launch apprenticeship
schemes, with incentives / support, and in

respect of the European Framework for
Quality and Effective Apprenticeships, and

ensuring that curricula are adapted to
evolving digital innovation and

sustainability needs.

Social partners in tourism
(employers & trade unions):

anticipate impact of digtalisation /
new technologies on their

respective sector and develop
strategies how to jointly tackle the

challenges.

Tourism companies: involve workers
and their representatives in change

driven by technical innovation /
digitalisation, to ensure just transition

and to leave no one behind; jointly
identify needs for training, re-/

upskilling, to enable workforce to stay
in jobs.

Improve conditions and rights of
workers working through digital

platforms.

Develop centres of excellence
amongst European destinations to

foster deeper level knowledge,
skills & entrepenership in specific

digital areas/actions.

Define new Key Perfomance
Indicators in real time about
digitalisation, sustainability,
accesibility and cultural and
heritage, across the entire
Tourism Experience in a

Destination

DLEARN, might make a draft design of
the content of the digital tourism
apprenticeship program. Happy if

anyone want to join and co-design. draft
ready for mid-november, 2021 for going
into implementaiton by mid 2022 (e.g.

pilot phase)

EGWA will Increase the
digital information of the

greenways included in the
European Greenways
Observatory by 50% 

HOTREC can disseminate
information on availability of
training schemes, funding
facilities and digitalisation

initiatives to hospitality SME
network. (continuous)

DTTT facilitate deeper level
understanding on different

layers of digital from
understanding through to

innovation prototypes

NTG: provide a Skills
Assessment Methodology

(Skills Intelligence) to
monitor digital skills gaps
and future skills needs for

tourism workers

EGWA will campaing to
raise awarenes about

digitalisation in
greenways Network,

sharing best practices 

EFFAT will continue to discuss
qualification and training in the SSDC

with HOTREC, promoting quality
apprenticeships and the European

Hospitality Skills Passport; assess what
can be achieved with a Pact for Skills for

Tourism.

Training in hospitallty
intelligence skills, to be able
to monitorize changes in real

time in the industry and create
innovation value proposals

What corresponding actions would be needed?

Communication
campaings on the

territory ; sharing best
practices already

implemented in other
territories/SMEs 

Obligations and
prohibitions for

gatekeeper
websites (DMA)

BEHAVIOURAL

KNOWLEDGE

STRUCTURAL

FINANCIAL

Digital competence
framework (DIGCOMP)
to support developing
trainings for tourism

consumers and
providers

Increase training
opportunities to

trigger the sense of
responsibility for

personal data
shared online

Digital
Natives

taking over

Implementation of
practical specific

project integrating
desinations, SMEs
and stakeholdes =
learning by doing 

Enablers/opportunities (e.g. available resources that could already be used)/ DRIVERS

Effective and user-
friendly digital
services (e.g.

booking) to nudge
people towards
digital practices

Free and
supported digital
training offer for

SMEs and citizens
of all ages

Strengthening of the existing
Sector Skills Alliance to foster

increasingly collaborative
relationships between the

tourism industry,
governments and the

education/training system
aimed at addressing skills

gaps and shortages

Better oversight
and regulation
of collaborative

economy
services

Development
of a basic EU
tourism data

Redefinition of
tourism jobs,

balancing employee
digital competences

vs automatised
tourism service

robots

Digital Europe
support for

skilling digital
workforce

Micro-funding
and loans for
developing
attractive
websites

Pact for skills
partnerships support

both basic and
specialist skills

development (e.g.
tourism data

analytics)

EU requirement
for hospitality

websites to be
WCAG compliant

by 2030

Legal tools in
place to prevent

availability of
illegal offers of
services online

(DSA)

Mindset
too close

to tradition

Lack of digital
solutions for day-
to-day concerns
of tourism SME
entrepreneurs

Lack of education by
industry and consumers

about critical and
fundamental security risks,
such as mis-use of big data,

digital identity theft, and
other forms of digital

criminality

Lack of
awareness about

existence of
training

programmes

Cost of
employing

digital-savvy
staff vs

perception of
immediate ROI

Geoblocking is still a
common practice in
the tourism sector.
This prevent from a

fair trust of the
potentail cliients

Ecosystem perspective
lacking -- different

actors relevant on local
level (also impacting
perception of skills

needs)

BEHAVIOURAL

KNOWLEDGE

STRUCTURAL

FINANCIAL

OBSTACLES

Lack of focus on digital
ethics, digital mindset,

only technical knowledge

Low willingness of
micro SMEs / individuals

to develop digital
mindset and skills

Perceived difficulty of
access to funding and

resources by SMEs
level for digital up and

re-skilling

Human touch in
hospitality

remains very
important for

businesses and
consumers

Major tourism
platforms

practices can
disincentivise

digitalisation of
tourism SMEs

Digitalisation not
among day-to

day priorities for
many tourism

SMEs

High workload
and lack of

available time to
up-skill staff

Increase training
opportunities to
trigger the sense

of responsibility for
personal data
shared online 

Lack of advanced
digital knowledge of
tourists to engage in

the ever-more
advanced

digitalised  customer
journey

Tourism SMEs
lagging behind in

digital re/
upskilling efforts

compared to
other SMEs

Narrow view of
technical skills,
lacking digital
culture, digital
literary, digital

ethics

Lack of access to
transaction-

generated data
from

intermediaries

Limited exploitation
by tourism SMEs of
the operational and

strategic value of
big data

Lack of digital
content centrally

available in digital
destination hubs

Seeking funding for
digital up-skilling not
a priority; day-to-day
tourist marketing of
destinations comes

first

Lack of financial
means to

employ people
with strong
digital skilss

Robotics and
automatisation

substituting
existing tourism
employee jobs

and/or activities 

different prices
based on which

tool one use
(laptop,

smartphone,
Tablet)

European
Commission

Member States/
Regions

Destinations

Tourism Industry

KEY ISSUES 

Digital empowered and
knowledge of tourism
providers and consumers

Reduction of the
digital divide as

digitalisation and
digital

empowerment
grows

ISSUE 1:
Creation of digital
knowledge hubs
in destinations

(digital
infrastructure)

TIME
15 Mins

TIME
45 Mins

TIME
45 Mins

TIME
45 MinsStep 2) Place the sticky notes under the time period the belong to

Step 1) Use the sticky notes to write existing and future potential enablers/opportunities which may facilitate the achievement of specific
milestones. 

Step 1) Use the sticky notes to write the interim targets for 2022, 2025, 2030 that are needed to achieve digital empowered and
knowledge of tourism providers and consumers by 2050.

Step 3) Use the sticky notes to write existing and future potential obstacles which may hinder the achievement of specific milestones. 

Step 2) Place the sticky notes under the time period they belong to. You may use arrows to connect them to their respective milestones.  Step 4) Place the sticky notes under the time period they belong to. You may use arrows to connect them to their respective milestones. 

Step 1) Use the sticky notes to write the actions that need to be taken by each stakeholder group in order to a) neutralise obstacles; b)
take advantage of the existing opportunities; c) achieve the interim targets and milestones.

Step 2) Place the sticky notes under the time period they belong to. You may use arrows to connect them to their respective
opportunities, obstacles and milestones. 

Tax credit and credit
access facilities for

companies investing
in digital innovation

Facilitating the reuse of public
administration data through

Open Data that can be
consulted by all operators in

the tourism sector

Ensure that destination
management organisation
train employees with basic

and advanced digital
competences (e.g. tourism

data analytics)

Develop local tourism
data dashboards/

databases

Obtain relevant data
from collaborative
economy services

active locally

Creation of "tourism innovation
laboratories" for testing

innovative technologies, tools
and solutions for the tourism

industry

Creation of "digital cultural hubs" for
the dissemination of a minimum set of

standard digital services to be adopted
by museums and other attractions for

online booking and ticketing,
multimedia offer of cultural content

KEY ISSUE TARGET

Need for a
digital

knowledge
hub in

destinations 

ISSUE 2:
All tourists equipped
with necessary digital

skills for future
tourism

(digitally empowered
and capable citizens)

ISSUE 3
SMEs equipped
with necessary

digital skills and
mindsets

At least 40% of
tourist

destination
achieve

technology
proficiency level

Fiscal incentives / lower
costs of employing staff

Participate in training
and invite staff to do

the same

Fostering cooperation between
the tourism industry and

education/training providers
through the implementation of
internship programs aimed at

digital innovation

Coordinate digital skills
development needs of local

tourism work force and
organise targeted trainings

Develop a certification on
big data analytics and

ethics skills

Develop national
awards for best

teaching approaches
and resources for

digital skills in tourism

Support SMEs with financial
and organizational support
for training and education

on digitalisation

Raise awareness
among  tourism SME
management about

importance of
digitalisation

Promote lifelong learning by
offering advanced training

schemes for a digital workforce
across the tourism value chain

Ensure level playing field
between traditional

accommodation & food services
and collaborative economy

services

Awareness that
disintermediated

tourism transactions
present advantages
for businesses and

consumers

Create incentives
and remove

disincentives for
tourism SMEs to

digitalise

Access to
actionable

tourism data

Reduced interoperability
(ability of two or more

ICT systems or
components to exchange

information and to use
the information

exchanged)

This is a textbox...

Implementing actions for
the development of

digital infrastructures

Introduction of
standard rules linking
any incentive to their

adoption

Tourist regions should ensure that these
technological advances benefit the whole

tourism sector in their
territories, and configure a system of

tourism intelligence and knowledge transfer
at regional level capable ofthe analysis,

study and reporting of the behaviour and
trends in tourism demand as part of a

process of
continuous improvement of

competitiveness under the parameters of
financial efficiency, corporate

social responsibility and the establishment
of sustainability in the corresponding

medium.

At least 75% of
tourist

destination
achieve

technology
proficiency level

At leaste 66% of tourist
destinations achieve
adoption of a data

governance framework
for tourism

3 formally recognized
training annual courses by
tourist destinations update
the digital skills of human
resources working in the

tourism sector

X formally recognized
training annual courses by
tourist destinations update
the digital skills of human
resources working in the

tourism sector

At least 80% of
tourist

destination
achieve

technology
proficiency level

All main tourist
destinations

achieve adoption of
a data governance

framework for
tourism

All the main SMEs of de
tourist destinations of de

region recognized training
annual courses update the

digital skills of human
resources working in the

tourism sector

Develop national
awards for best

teaching approaches
and resources for

digital skills in tourism

Tourism industry
level

Member states /
regional level

EC LEVEL

Destination level

Tourism industry
level

Member states /
regional level

EC LEVEL

Tourism industry
level

Member states /
regional level

EC LEVEL

Destination level

Include Enablers and Obstacles here

Include Actions here

Include Enablers and Obstacles here

Include Actions here

Include Enablers and Obstacles here

Include Actions here

MAIN MILESTONE
FOR 2025

MAIN MILESTONE
FOR 2025

MAIN MILESTONE
FOR 2025

MAIN MILESTONE
FOR 2030

MAIN MILESTONE
FOR 2030

MAIN MILESTONE
FOR 2030

Info:
The Digital Competence

Framework 2.0

Open link

What are tourism
needs? 

What are specific
tourism digital

competences that
that are needed?

Territorial
differences

adaapation to
local

conditions

Final step:
How might we

monitor the
commitments

made?

Information: 2030 Digital Compass
- 75% of European enterprises have
taken up cloud computing services,
big data and Artificial Intelligence

- More than 90% of European SMEs
reach at least a basic level of digital

intensity
 - Europe will grow the pipeline of its

innovative scale ups and improve
their access to finance, leading to

doubling the number of unicorns30
in Europe.

Commitments

Adapted to the
territory (rural and
isolated areas) and

interests of the
tourists (cycling,

outdoor) 

Adapted to the
territory (rural and
isolated areas) and

interests of the
tourists (cycling,

outdoor) 

Destinations highly
extend & improve

the existing offer of
data info/content

Low hanging
fruit, immediate
funding, micro

funding 

Incentives
and

disincentives

digital
platforms

employemnt
regulate  Hospitality

high touch
vs high tech

Define a
common shared
definition of what

is a digital
competence for

tourism

Digital
competence
of the final

users

promote flow of
information to

stakeholders eg.
UNWTO, on pilot
projects, funding

streams

open
innovation

model for small
entrepreneurs

Promote open innovation
models, knowledge for SMEs

by UNWTO

Upskilling of
tourism

workforce but
define first what

is base line
knowledge level

Develop digital tourism
curricula

AI,
blockchain

Knowledge
about

behaviours for
sustainable

consumption

Key milestone: 1 in 10 jobs worldwide
are in tourism (as of 2019). And 54% of

tourism workforce in tourism are
women (vs 39% of the wider

economy). While this is a great
achievement, women are mostly

located at the base of the pyramid
(only 23 percent of tourism ministers in

the world are women).

In this regard, women might have the
opportunity to scale-up.

Complete
knowledge of the
digital customer &
destinations needs

in real time

think to design a
compulsory

competences' credit
system for the annual

updating of the
competences of the
workforce at all the

levels

Start with a triple helix
approach on collaboration for

digital hubs on  national/
regional/destination  levels to

form a collaborative
framework for digital

knowledge (consisting of
industry, education and

government) 

Hypersegmentation
of the value
proposals

ISSUE 4
Tourism workforce

equipped with
necessary digital

skills and
mindsets

Target: destinations
to be able to

measure tourism
impact to

sustainability.

Ensure that all changes at
workplaces due to new

technologies / digital
innovation are executed in a
socially responsible manner,

i.e. in consultation with
workers' representatives and

trade unions.

Have the
infrastructure of

organisation,
capabiltiy to

deal with data

Tourism
industry -

digital tools

SMEs to be
digitalized.

Government to
provide right

tools and
financial

resources 

Destinations to
have developed
vocational and

managerial
education

strategies for
tourism.

Consolidated local
innovation ecosystems
(more permeability of
programmes to rural

areas). Startups coming
from a variety of marke

KPI on
european levels

of digital
proficiency,

human capital

Digital
empowerment
of women in

tourism
workforce

Training
vocational

and
managerial

for upskilling

Woman in the
workforce
secondary

skills

100% SMEs are
digitalised to be
included in the

digital value
chain of tourism

New generations
who are definitely
more "digital" will
definitely boost

this

Online courses
on digitalization

 benefits
available for any

SMEs

Connect
destination
and SMEs
level on

digitalisation

Have a good
website, this is
the first step,
then move to
data, social

media, AI etc.

X amount of
SMEs, pilot

project,
investment

rounds as KPI

Technology
proficiency
depends on

the tools

Inhouse
website

managmeent,
micro fundugn 

Accessibilty
standard of

websites

EU to provide micro fundung

Adapt skills to
new market
needs, new
clients, e.g.

data
Lack of data
about tourist
new needs in
niche tourism
and general

Create a data
base of

customer
orientation in
real time data

Advanced
specialist data

skills of
destination DMO

workforce

European framework
of digital tourism
apprencticship

programme with
universities of digital

marketing, social
media management

MoA with
universities /

countries to set
up of

apprenticeship,
supported by EC

Use tax credit to use towards
digital empowerment

Next generation
trainings to join
apprenticeships

for university
students 

Create an
incentive
structure

Who manages
the monitoring

of digital
competences

Digital aspect
integrated in all
tourism-related
trainings and

apprenticeship
programs

UNWTO eg.. unite the
dots, identify top

projects

Investment flows, venture
capital

Startup  The destination (DMOs) can
work as coordinators in

connecting SMEs to training
and funds

Online courses on
digitalization

 and digital skills in
tourism available in

all EU languages
for workers

Every tourism
SME has at least
one person who
has participated
in digital training

Tourism industry
level

Member states /
regional level

EC LEVEL

Destination level

Tourism industry
level

Member states /
regional level

EC LEVEL

Destination level

Tourism industry
level

Member states /
regional level

EC LEVEL

Destination level

Tourism industry
level

Member states /
regional level

EC LEVEL

Destination level

UNWTO Startup Competition
and Innovation Challenges

EDLN to develop a
draft network for the

digital apprenticeship,
mid November 2021

UNWTO Tourism Online
Academy

EDLN to develop a
pilot by 2022

UNWTO Jobs Factory

TNG - end of the year
blueprint

UNWTO Innovation Network
implement the tool yearly,

create more data skills
assessment methodology
how touirsm workers can

skil up themselves

Agreed yearly
monitoring
mechanism

for skills gaps

national skills group

University research
on data, opening

ecosystems

Minimum level
mobilie optimisation

to get industry
towards that 

Mid management level,
digital native to

maintain pace of rapid
progression Blockchain,

AI

Centres of excellence creation
to help SMEs, support through

investment and full training
approach

Established
Centers of
excellence

startups
entrepreneurshop

Growth programmes (DTTT)

DTTT strong
programmes /

growths, design of
initiatives

life long learning
training for fast pace

ICT skills

HOTREC: channel
information to

members hospitality
sector

EFFAT 

Skills need to
be

recognised
and

validated!

New skills to
offer skills

EFFAT 

Validation on MS
level

EGWA commitment
add here

EU funding project
implementation rural

areas

upskilling
and reskilling
5%  in 2022

ADD RINOS
COMMENTS

on kpi / %
HERE

50000 by 2025
of

appreticemsthip

ADD Juliet
COMMENTS

on kpi / %
HERE

type of skills
digital

marketing,
social media

skills

type of skills
educate

awareness to
data privacy

data and
purchase,

what does it
mean for

consumers 

data ethics

type of skills:
multitask and

have an
integrated digital
skill package with

other skills

No separate
person with

digital skills but
everyone with
some level of
digiatl skills
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Digital Issues towards 2030
Governance and data

§ Tourism data standards and spaces and infrastructures
§ Tourism data sharing and analysis

Tourism experiences in a digital market
§ Digital tourism experiences before, during and after travel

§ Real-time management of tourism
§ Virtual tourism experience and digital twins
§ Integrated smart tourism destination

§ Sharing economy platforms and new business models 

Digital competences

§ Digital destination innovation hubs

§ Empowerment of SMEs, the tourism workforce and citizens
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Reach a basic level of digital intensity

Participate in the digital value chain of tourism have an online presence

Digital empowerment for every stakeholder tourism providers, SMEs, 
employees and tourists as well

Promote lifelong learning by offering advanced and dynamically up to 
date training schemes

Create destination innovation hub infrastructure for knowledge 
ecosystems

Training by levels of basic skills and advanced skills

Peer to peer learning practices and experiences

Tourism quality of work and employee experiences and wellbeing

Accessible lifelong upskilling and reskilling 

Digitally empowered humans in 
holistic tourism ecosystems



Prof. Dr. Barbara Neuhofer
Head of Experience Design, Salzburg University of Applied Sciences

Thank you.

Let‘s connect and co-create:

barbara.neuhofer@fh-salzburg.ac.at

www.barbaraneuhofer.com

www.exdsummit.com


